Lyrical Conference Notes

- Choose a popular tune.
- Write a summary of what you learned about yourself, learning and/or teaching during this PD event.
- Pay close attention to rhythm, etc.

Example

 Douglas Francophone Program
 Apologies to C. King

We've got new Friends!

When you're drunk and hungover
And you need to sleep in class
Nothin', nothin' is in your brain
Close your eyes with head on desk
And soon you'll hear Jan Ice talk
To wake you up and give you work to do

You just do all your stuff
But in fact your brain doesn't work
"I didn't do it"
"I have many mistakes."
Gram-mar, lis-nin and wry-tin
Oh my God, what's wrong with my speakin'?
All i want is just to sleep
So pleasee, Ja Nice
.....and so on....